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Bilinear Embedding Label Propagation: Towards
Scalable Prediction of Image Labels
Yuchen Liang, Zhao Zhang, Member, IEEE, Weiming Jiang, Mingbo Zhao, Member, IEEE, and Fanzhang Li

Abstract—Traditional label propagation (LP) is shown to be effective for transductive classiﬁcation. To enable the standard LP
to handle outside images, two inductive methods by label reconstruction or by direct embedding have been presented, of which
the latter scheme is relatively more efﬁcient, especially for testing.
But almost all inductive LP models use 1D vectors of images as inputs, which may destroy the topology structure of image pixels and
usually suffer from high complexity due to the high dimension of
1D vectors in reality. To preserve the topology among pixels and
address the scalability issue for the embedding based scheme, we
propose a simple yet efﬁcient Bilinear Embedding Label Propagation (BELP) by including a bilinear regularization term in terms
of tensor representation to correlate the image labels with their bilinear features. BELP performs label prediction over the 2D matrices rather than 1D vectors, since images are essentially matrices.
Finally, labels of new images can be easily obtained by embedding
them onto a spanned bilinear subspace solved from a joint framework. Simulations veriﬁed the efﬁciency of our approach.
Index Terms—Bilinear embedding, image label prediction, inductive label propagation, semi-supervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

EMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING (SSL) for classiﬁcation
of images is comparatively more useful than the supervised
learning in real application due to lack of adequate labeled images [1]–[8], [20]–[24]. In contrast, the unlabeled images are
usually readily available in reality. Using small number of labeled images and large number of unlabeled ones to reduce labelling efforts and obtain enhanced performance are the major
goals of SSL.
Label propagation (LP) [3]–[7], as a popular graph based
SSL (G-SSL) method [7], [8]for image classiﬁcation, has been
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attracting much attention in recent years due to its efﬁciency
and specialty of preserving the geometry structures of labeled
and unlabeled data [5], [17]. The main idea of LP is to spread
label information of labeled images to unlabeled ones based
on the relationships between them [3], [4]. Typical transductive LP models include Gaussian Fields and Harmonic Function (GFHF) [4], Learning with Local and Global Consistency
(LLGC) [5], Linear Neighborhood Propagation (LNP) [7][8]
and Special Label Propagation (SLP) [6], etc.
It is worth noting that the all aforementioned settings (i.e.,
GFHF, LLGC, LNP and SLP) are transductive models, since
they gain the soft labels of images directly without delivering
a mapping or a projection that can be used to handle outside
images. To the best of our knowledge, there are two popular
out-of-sample inductive extensions for LP. The ﬁrst scheme is
to reconstruct each new test image by using the soft labels of
its neighbors [7], [8]. The other one is to compute a projection
for embedding the test images to deliver their labels, of which
Embedded Label Propagation (ELP) [11] is one representative
approach. Note that the scheme by label reconstruction needs
to search the neighbors of each new test image prior to label
reconstruction, which would be computationally expensive for
large-scale datasets, while the scheme by embedding handles
new images by mapping, which is very efﬁcient for testing. But
it is noted that almost all existing inductive LP models use 1D
vectors as inputs. While images are essentially matrices [13],
[16], [25] so the process of converting 2D matrices into 1D vectors may destroy the topology structures of image pixels and
usually suffer from high time complexity due to the high dimension of 1D vectors in practice during training phase.
To improve the efﬁciency of the training phase for the label
embedding based inductive scheme, we consider performing
label prediction in the 2D matrix space rather than in the 1D
vector space. Speciﬁcally, an efﬁcient Bilinear Embedding
Label Propagation termed BELP is proposed by incorporating
a bilinear regularization in the form of tensor representation
[13], [16] to correlate the image labels with bilinear features.
Since BELP is performed in the 2D matrix space, the topology
information between image pixels can be effectively preserved
during the training phase. So, the label prediction performance
can be potentially enhanced. More importantly, the training
process will be computationally efﬁcient, since the involved
matrices to be computed are of small size (i.e., image length or
width) that is usually far smaller than the dimension of the vectorized representations of images [13], [16][25]. Besides, for
evaluations on new images, their labels can also be efﬁciently
obtained by embedding them onto a bilinear subspace spanned
by two projections that are computed from a joint framework
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alternately. Hence, the inefﬁciency issue for training and the
scalability issue for including outside images can be effectively
solved, as can be observed from the results.
The letter is outlined as follows. First, Section II introduces
the BELP framework. Section III shows the settings and results.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section IV.

TABLE I
BILINEAR EMBEDDING LABEL PROPAGATION

II. THE PROPOSED BELP FRAMEWORK
A. Formulation
Given a set of training images
where
is an image, let
denote a labeled set and
be the unlabeled set,
where and are the numbers of labeled and unlabeled images
respectively,
is the number of all training images.
be the soft labels of
Let
denote
all images and
the initial labels of the training images, similarly as SLP [6].
To enable the proposed criterion to handle images in matrix
form directly, we propose to calculate two projections that can
extract bilinear features from the images in the form of tensor
[13][16], and connect extracted features
representation
with image labels, which motivates us to deﬁne the following
objective function for our BELP approach:

(1)

TABLE II
LIST OF USED DATASETS AND DATASET DESCRIPTIONS

Based on the above deﬁnitions, the ﬁrst term in Eq. (1) can
measure the manifold smoothness of the outputted labels, the
second ﬁtting term can ensure that the model can receive label
information from the initial state [6], and the third term is to
measure the cumulative reconstruction error. The trade-offs of
the terms are controlled by , , and .
B. Optimization
We ﬁrst reformulate the criterion of BELP in matrix form as

where
is the neighbour set for image ,
and
are two matrices that are used to extract bilinear
is the cumulafeatures from the images,
tive reconstruction error over all training images measuring the
and the estimated
difference between bilinear features
are the coefﬁcients for reconstructing
by its
label ,
,
neighbors, is a diagonal matrix with entries
and is the transpose of a matrix. Note that
can approximate the soft label of each by minimizing the reconstruction error. It is also worth noting that the
-norm regularization on can ensure the computed is sparse in rows so
that discriminative features can be chosen in the latent subspace
for predicting the soft labels of images and can also ensure the
robustness to noise and outliers [19].
is constructed similarly as
In Eq. (1), the weight matrix
the LLE-style reconstruction weights:
(2)
,
where
are neighbours of . After obtaining
,
by
and
we symmetrize and normalize
, where
. Note that normalizing the weights can greatly reduce the effects brought by
various density distributions [3].

(3)
where
denotes the graph Laplacian,
with
,
is a diagonal matrix with entries
is a diagonal matrix with entries being
being ,
, and
is the -th row vector of
. Parameter
for each labeled image is set to
, and
parameter
is set to 0 for unlabeled image.
,
We ﬁrst compute by ﬁxing . Because
by setting the derivative of Eq. (3) w.r.t. to zero, we can have
(4)
where
, and the
to be inversed is by .
size of the matrix
After is obtained at each iteration, we aim to compute ,
Similarly by setting the derivative w.r.t. to zero, we have
(5)
where
the size of the matrix

to be inversed is

, and
by .
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF MEAN AND HIGHEST ACCURACIES (%) ON IMAGE DATASETS (THE BEST RECORDS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD)

When both and are computed, we aim at updating . By
removing terms that independent of in Eq. (3), we can get

(6)
Through taking the derivative . . variable
to zero, we can update at each iteration as

and setting it
(7)

where the matrix
that will be inversed is of size
. For complete presentation of the idea, we summarize
the proposed BELP algorithm in Table I.
C. Inclusion of Outside Images by BELP
We discuss the proposed BELP to involve outside images.
and
by transductive training, we can preAfter gaining
of each new
dict the soft label
efﬁciently by embedding it onto the spanned bilinear subspace by and . Then, the hard label of each
can be similarly obtained by locating the position according to
. Note that this inductive process can
the largest entry in
also be considered as a dimension reduction process to reduce
to
.
the dimension of each image from
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experiment Setup
We mainly compare our BELP with SLP, LLGC, LNP, GFHF
and ELP that are closely related to our present work. For fair
comparison and avoiding estimating the kernel parameter, we
use the LLE-reconstruction weights for each model. The size of
neighbourhood is set to 7 for all simulations. The ratio of the
number of training images to the total number of images is set
to 0.3 for each dataset. For inclusion of the outside images, ELP
and BELP use their own projections, while other models apply
the inductive scheme by label reconstruction.
For LLGC [5], the authors proposed an extra extension, so
we test them separately as LLGC1 and LLGC2. For ELP, the
two model parameters in the objective function of ELP are set
and
as suggested by [11]. For our BELP,
to
we choose the parameters , and using grid search from

Fig. 1. Typical image examples of the image datasets. (a) Yale-B (b) CMU PIE
(c) Butterﬂies (d) Caltech Faces (e) Caltech Leaves (f) Birds.

. All methods are implemented in Matlab R2014a, and we run all the simulations on a
PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU@3.30 GHz 3.30 GHz
8G.
B. Data Preparation
In this study, we test Yale-B [13], Butterﬂies [15], CMU PIE
faces (lights change) [12], Caltech Faces 1999, Caltech Leaves
1999 and Birds [18] image databases. The dataset descriptions
are shown in Table II. Fig. 1 shows some image examples of
the datasets. The Butterﬂies and Birds images are provided at
http://www-cvr.ai.uiuc.edu/ponce_grp/data/. Faces and Leaves
images are available from http://www.vision.caltech.edu/htmlﬁles/ archive.html. For CMU PIE, we consider various lighting
conditions, thus pose & expression are ﬁxed and there are 21
images in each subject. All the images are resized into
pixels, so each image corresponds to a 1024-dimensional data
vector in VSM for SLP, LLGC, LNP, GFHF and ELP.
C. Recognition Results
We describe the classiﬁcation results on Yale-B, CMU (lights
change), Butterﬂies, Birds, Leaves and Faces image databases
in Table III. The averaged and highest accuracy of each method
are reported under different numbers ( ) of labeled images, as
shown in Table II. For each on certain image set, we average
the results over 15 random splits of training/test set.
From the results, we ﬁnd that our BELP gains a promising
and stable superiority performance, i.e., it obtains comparable
or even higher accuracy than the other models in most cases,
especially on Yale-B, CMU PIE and Faces image databases.
Although BELP has a lower accuracy on Yale-B than ELP and
delivers a lower accuracy on Caltech Leaves than SLP, the gap
between existing methods and our BELP is very small.
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Fig. 2. The visualizations of needed time in training (transductive) and testing (inductive) phases. (a) Yale-B (b) CMU (lights change) (c) Butterﬂies (d) Caltech
Leaves (e) Birds (f) Caltech Faces.
TABLE IV
TOTAL TIME CONSUMPTION RESULTS (S) OF THE WHOLE STAGE (TRAINING AND TESTING)

D. Comparison of Computational Time
We also explore the computational complexity of each
method by describing the actual running time in Fig. 2 and
Table IV. Fig. 2 illustrates the needed time for both transductive
and inductive phases of each algorithm on several datasets.
Table IV describes the actual run time of the whole stage,
including both training and testing. From the results, we can
ﬁnd that: (1) The embedding based inductive methods (i.e.,
ELP and BELP) clearly outperform the reconstruction based
inductive scheme (that is, GFHF, LLGC, LNP and SLP) for
inclusion of outside images. For transductive classiﬁcation,
our presented BELP also has a very acceptable computational
complexity compared with other existing models, especially by
comparing with the most related inductive ELP method, which
is mainly due to the proposed BELP is based on the 2D matrices
of images rather than being performed in the high-dimensional
vector space. It is also note that the needed time of the vector
space based ELP is far slower than the transductive methods,
e.g., GFHF, LLGC, LNP and SLP for transductive learning. In
addition, since we use the same LLE-reconstruction weights
for GFHF, LLGC, LNP and SLP, the runtime performances of
them are comparable with each other in most cases.
From Fig. 2, we can see that our BELP is not the fastest model
in either transductive or inclusion phase independently, but it
should be noted that it has the shortest add-up time for the whole
classiﬁcation stage, as can be clearly observed from Table IV.
Generally, the total time consumption of our BELP is about
half of other LP algorithms. One reasonable explanation is that
BELP works in the 2D matrix space and has a faster transductive

convergence speed (Note that we will not show the convergence
analysis due to page limitation). The superior efﬁciency of our
BELP to all the other reconstruction based inductive models is
because they need a separable neighbor search process for each
new data. The runtime performance of our BELP is also superior to the VSM based inductive ELP, since ELP uses high-dimensional vectorized representations of the images for training,
implying that 2D model will be faster than 1D model especially
for images of large sizes.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We proposed a scalable bilinear embedding label propagation method which is mainly motivated by two facts: (1) The
direct embedding based inductive scheme is more efﬁcient than
the label reconstruction based one for including outside images;
(2) The existing embedding based scheme is performed in the
1D vector space. i.e., it has to convert 2D images into the 1D
vectors when handling images, but such transformation may destroy the topology structures of image pixels and also it will be
not efﬁcient due to the high dimensionality of vectors. To preserve the topology and for efﬁciency, we present a scalable bilinear embedding label propagation that uses 2D matrices as inputs and learn an informative bilinear subspace spanned by two
projections. The inclusion for the outside images by our method
is also shown. Results of our investigated cases show our algorithm outperforms other related criteria in efﬁciency. More importantly, our model is shown to be the fastest one in terms of
total computational time due to the power of handling 2D matrices directly by embedding. In future, we will explore a more
natural 2D formulation for regression problem [25].
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